Simon’s Appliqué Magic Wall Hanging
by Judy Keating
The large blocks in Simon’s Appliqué Magic design collection are perfect for the center of a small wall hanging.
And since they can be reversible, the wall hanging can do double duty.
These two wall hangings were created using two different 12” blocks and many different fabrics.

Wall Hanging 1 – Side 1

Wall Hanging 1 – Side 2

Wall Hanging 2 – Side 1

Wall Hanging 2 – Side 2

The small blocks surrounding the center block are quilted with additional designs from the collection that have
been resized and changed to a running stitch rather than a pin stitch.
The Jenny Join method of assembly is used for the entire wall hanging including the binding and the reversible
hanger.
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Materials:
Simon’s Appliqué Magic design collection by Jenny Haskins
Embroidery sewing machine with hoop size 360mm x 350mm or alternative sizes as explained in the Simon’s
Appliqué Magic tutorial
Design software
Walking foot for assembly – suggested but optional
Small sharp scissors for trimming the reverse appliqué – the ones included with the Simon’s Appliqué Magic CD
are ideal
Small sharp scissors with straight blades for trimming corners and hanger strip
Fabric in 4 colors for the center block – fat quarters are a good size for creating the 12” block with enough extra
to create the binding and hanger
Additional fabrics for border blocks – small pieces 2 1/2” wide by 10” long
Jenny Haskins’ Quilt Magic Plus
Jenny Haskins’ Dissolve Magic Stabilizer
Jenny Haskins’ Dissolve Magic Sticky Tape 1” wide
Water or Air Erasable marking pen
Clear fabric glue – Beacon Adhesives Fabri-Tac
Stiletto or large darning needle to apply glue
Rotary Cutter
Ruler to be used with rotary cutter
Rotary Cutter mat
Small, long tube turner such as Fasturn
Embroidery Threads to match or contrast as desired
Embroidery machine needles
The first step in creating these wall hangings is to embroider the center block and trim out the top layer of the
fabric to reveal the design as instructed in the design collection tutorial. It is suggested that the trimming of the
block to its 12” size be delayed until right before it is joined with the borders to reduce the fraying of the edges
as it is handled.

Select a variety of fabrics to create the border blocks. There are 28 blocks and each block is made up of two 2
1/2” squares of fabric with a 2 1/2” square of Quilt Magic Plus which is fused to the two pieces of fabric. Mix or
match the fabrics so the color combinations are pleasing.
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A selection of border fabrics

Border squares ready to be fused

Reduce the size of the selected designs for the border blocks to 2” square and convert the pin stitch to a running
stitch in the design software.
Group the designs in a hoop so several of them can be
stitched out in one hooping. Hoop Dissolve Magic stabilizer,
place the hoop over an actual size printout of the design
group, and use an air or water erasable marking pen to mark
the corner of each of the designs on the stabilizer. This will
make it easier to place the fused squares for stitching. Use
matching embroidery thread in the needle and bobbin.
After the squares are stitched out, trim any excess stabilizer
and gently rinse the remaining stabilizer away in cool water.
Lay the squares flat to dry.
When the squares are dry, trim them to 2” square using a
rotary cutter, ruler, and mat.

Trim the center block to 12” square leaving the pin stitch border in place if possible. Then place the border
squares around the center mixing the colors in a pleasing arrangement. This may take several attempts since
both sides of the wall hanging need to be considered.
A digital camera can be a useful tool in
helping with the arrangement of the border
blocks. Looking at a picture of the proposed
arrangement can sometimes reveal problem
areas that aren’t seen with the naked eye.
Also a picture is a good reference in case the
blocks get mixed up.
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Once the border block arrangement has been selected, the wall hanging can be assembled using the Jenny Join
method. Assemble the border blocks into 2 strips of 6 and 2 strips of 8 blocks. After the strips are constructed
with the zig zag stitch, sew the decorative stitch on the border strips before they are attached to the center
block. Even though the wall hanging is not large, it is easier to handle the smaller pieces. Attach the strips of 6
blocks to opposite sides of the center block with the zig zag stitch and decorative stitch and then attach the
strips of 8 blocks to the other two sides in the same manner.
Fabric that was trimmed from the center block can be used for the binding and the hanger. It may be necessary
to join strips to get the required length for the hanger.

Cut 4 strips 1” wide and at least 18” long for the binding.
Press the binding strips in half lengthwise so they are 1/2”
wide.
Cut 4 strips of Quilt Magic Plus 3/8” wide by 18” long to be
used in the binding.
Lay the Quilt Magic Strip inside the fold, snugging it up to
the fold, and fuse the fabric to the Quilt Magic Plus.
Trim off the open side of the fused binding strips so they
are 3/8” wide.

Position three strips of the binding next to the two side and bottom edges of the wall hanging. Extend the ends
of the strips beyond the edges of the wall hanging and allow the strips to overlap. Attach the binding strips to
the wall hanging with a zig zag stitch. Do not stitch beyond the edge of the wall hanging into where the binding
strips overlap.

Cut enough strips 1 1/2” wide to create a 24” long strip for the hanger. If joining the strips, join them at a 45
degree angle and press the seam open. Fold the strip in half lengthwise, right sides together, and stitch a scant
3/8” seam to make a long tube. Turn the tube right side out using a tube turner allowing the seam allowance to
fill the tube. Press so the seam is along one edge. The tube will be 3/8” wide.
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Position a long ruler under the top of the wall hanging so 1” of the ruler is above the edge. This will be the guide
for creating the zig zag hanger.
Beginning at one edge of the top, position the hanger strip at about a 45 degree angle up from the top and
toward the center of the wall hanging. Where the strip crosses the top of the ruler, fold the strip back down
positioning it at a 45 degree angle until it touches the top edge of the wall hanging at the decorative stitch
joining the first two border blocks. Continue laying the hanger strip along the top of the wall hanging in this zig
zag manner until it reaches the other side of the wall hanging. The top folds will be along the top of the ruler
and the bottom folds will touch the top edge of the wall hanging at the decorative stitch seams. Pin the hanger
strip into place at the decorative stitching as you go.

This is a close up view of the
hanger strip in place.

Weave the remaining binding strip in and out of the hanger strip starting at one end. The open side of the
binding strip will be nestled into the valley folds of the hanger strip against the top edge of the wall hanging.
This is a close up of
the hanger strip with
the binding strip
being woven into it.
Pins are used to hold
the two strips
securely in place.

The end of the hanger strip should be cut at an angle
and placed so the center of the cut edge is at the
seam of the binding strip and the border block.
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Join the hanger strip and top binding strip to the wall hanging with a zig zag stitch. Be careful to not stitch into
the overlapped binding strips at the corners.
The binding strips are joined at the corners with a mitered seam.

Use a small sharp scissor with straight
blades to clip into the binding strips
where they overlap from the outside
edge toward the center. Separate the
binding strips and finish cutting the
excess off each strip individually.

Place a very small amount of Beacon Adhesives Fabri-Tac
glue on the end of a stiletto or a large darning needle and
carefully work the glue onto the cut edges of the corner
miter on the binding strips. Gently hold the edges
together a few seconds until the glue has grabbed.

Place a small piece of Dissolve Magic
Sticky Tape around the corner
covering the mitered join on both
sides to support the edges. Stitch the
miter seam with a zig zag stitch. A
larger piece of tape is added to
provide something for the feed dogs
to grab onto when stitching the
decorative stitches in the corner.
Complete the Jenny Join stitching by sewing the decorative stitch on the corner miter seams first and then stitch
around the inside edge of the binding. Begin stitching the miter seam from the outside edge, sewing toward
the center of the wall hanging. Use a wet cotton swab to moisten the Dissolve Magic Sticky Tape and gently
remove the excess.
Neaten any thread ends and enjoy the reversible wall hanging.
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Alternate Method of Joining the Corners of a Jenny Join Binding
by Judy Keating
Cut strips of binding fabric 1” wide.
Cut strips of Quilt Magic Plus 3/8” wide.
Press the strips of binding fabric in half lengthwise wrong
sides together.
Open the binding strips and lay the strips of Quilt Magic
Plus inside with the edge of the Quilt Magic Plus against
the fold leaving a 1/4” seam allowance on one end. Fuse
one side of the Quilt Magic Plus to the binding strip. A
Teflon sheet or parchment paper can be used to protect
the iron and the fusible adhesive on the other side of the
Quilt Magic Plus.
Fold the binding strip right sides together and stitch a 1/4”
seam across the end.
Turn the binding strip right side out and fuse the other side
of the Quilt Magic Plus to the fabric. Do not trim the seam
allowance; just tuck it neatly inside the binding strip.
Trim the binding strips to 3/8” wide.

Place the cut edge of the binding strip against the cut edge
of the block with the seamed end of the binding strip
extending 3/8” beyond the edge of the block.
A second binding strip can be used as a guide for
placement.
Secure the first binding strip with pins and attach it to the
block with a zig zag stitch.
Trim the excess binding strip even with the cut edge of the
block.

Position a second binding strip with the
seamed end even with the folded edge of the
first binding strip. Secure the binding strip
with pins and attach to the block with a zig zag
stitch. Trim the excess binding strip even with
the cut edge of the block.
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Continue placing, stitching, and trimming the binding
strips around the block. The open end of the last
binding strip will be trimmed even with the cut edge of
the 1st binding strip where it extends out from the block.
Zig zag seam these last two edges together.

The Jenny Join can now be completed with a decorative stitch that extends from edge to edge. The joining
seams of the binding strips can be given additional support during the decorative stitching by using pieces of
Dissolve Magic Sticky Tape as in the mitered corner join.
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